
Bathurst RC Model Sports ST4 – Scale Trials 4x4 Challenge 

The ST4 is a “Challenge Competition”. It is an individual scored event, though in a different format to 

the 

traditional style of competition. We hope you have fun enjoying a competitive environment with a 

higher 

active participation. Hopefully you will have fun along the way while challenging your driving and 

rigs 

ability. 

GENERAL RULES 

- This is individually scored event for C1 and C2 

- Bonuses are earned by helping your fellow competitors 

- Careless driving can result in utilising your recovery proficiency or giving your fellow competitors 

bonus points in order to help you continue the event 

- Some gates will be common, some with be class specific. 

- There is NO time limit. 

- There is NO reverse penalty. 

- There is NO penalty for a battery change – If you need to change your battery, mark/note the spot 

where you stopped and remove the vehicle from the course. When ready, place your vehicle back 

on the course, and when your partner gives the OK, continue with the Challenge. 

- Ideally partners should be class specific, C1 with C1 and C2 with C2, but partners can be mixed if 

desired. Keep in mind a C2 rig may complete some obstacles with greater ease than a C1 rig and 

not require help, reducing the possibility of bonus points for the C1 driver when giving assistance. 

- You must run with minimum of 1 partner but can run with more than 1 partner. All partners must 

complete a gate before proceeding to the next gate unless a missed gate is recorded for the rig that 

can’t complete the gate. 

- Gates may be cleared by driving them or with the aid of a winch, snatch block, pull pall, ramps etc 

OR by assistance from your partner or other competitor via winching / snatching or towing through 

the gate. There are no penalties for removing or replacing recovery gear from/on your vehicle. 

Competitors may drive around a gate to assist their partner but after providing assistance must also 

complete the gate as intended themselves. All gates and boundaries where marked are considered 

live at all times. You can not drive through a gate in the wrong direction if you have not already 

cleared that gate as intended. 



- If you ask for or accept an offer of assistance from your partner or other competitor to help you 

through the gate you award the other driver -5 bonus points for their assistance to complete the 

gate as compensation. You can ask for help of additional rigs but they also will be awarded -5 bonus 

points for assistance. 

- If you roll over at any time it’s a +10 point penalty to the rolled rig only. If you can self recover using 

recovery gear on your rig that’s it. If you require assistance you award your partner or other helper 

a -5 point bonus. - refer to below definition of what a roll over is. NOTE – self righting through the 

use of throttle only is only allowed for a count of 3 seconds as the roll starts. If it cant be recovered 

you must get assistance, or use recovery gear, to recover to continue. 

- There is no additional penalties to re attach any recovery gear or accessories that fall off in a roll 

over 

- In the event you require additional rigs help to clear a gate or a recover from a roll over, each driver 

providing assistance gets the -5 bonus points. 

- Partnered Rigs start at approximately 3 to 4 minute intervals.  

- If you catch up to the competitors ahead of you at a gate they are allowed to complete the attempt 

to clear the current gate they are on. As time is not a factor, common sense should apply and if the 

pair ahead of you continues to struggle with the gate, they should allow the team behind a chance 

to clear the gate. 

- In some instances there may be an alternate gate that can be attempted with the same gate 

number. You may choose which gate to drive. 

- Course 1 is, start to finish in one direction. Course 2 is the reverse direction of course 1. 

- Once both courses are completed by one class rig the driver may choose to do the other class with 

the same or different partner. 

- Hand Of God (HOG) recoveries are not encouraged and if required are a +25 point penalty. They 

can 

used be if a rig is stuck or if it falls too far off course for the driver to comfortably drive back onto 

the course etc. 

- ALL recovery equipment must be carried on the truck and be re attached before commencing the 

next gate. Failure to do so receives a HOG penalty for each gate its not re attached to the vehicle. 

- There is no time limit 

Roll Overs 



- Roll over consists of all 4 tyre treads leaving the ground. If your rig falls flat on it's side or rolls onto 

its roof then that is counted as a roll over, even if it lands back on it wheels or can be driven back on 

its wheels. The intent here is to ensure you drive your scale rig in a realistic type manner avoiding 

those instances that would make you have a roll over. 

SCORING 

Scoring is by a tally system like a golf card and each competitor scores their partner. Scale points will 

be 

recorded at full value and halved later by admin at the conclusion of the event for each class rig. 

Remember Functional items like shackles front and rear, snatch straps front and rear, winches front 

a and 

rear etc are separate items but they must be separate front and rear, not moved front to rear to 

suit. Front 

and rear items can be individual functional items for Scale Point scoring. 

- Gate Progress -2 

- Missed Gate +10 

- Bonus Gate Assist -5 

- Roll Over +10 

- Roll Assistance -5 

- Course Boundary/Gate +10 

- HOG Recovery +25 

Scale points must be tallied prior to the event by the competitors competing and listed on your scale 

score sheets. For first timers or beginners we would like you to have an attempt yourself. 

For anyone not clear feel free to ask within BRCMS from more experienced competitors or PM 

Admin for confirmation on scale points. 

Scale score sheets can be found under the Files Tab in BRCMS on Facebook. 

We look forward to seeing you and hope you have fun. 


